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TO J. A. GREEN ON HIS 60TH BIRTHDAY 
In a recent paper, Harris and Knorr [6] have discovered a connection 
between the Brauer correspondence and the covering relation between 
blocks of a finite group and blocks of its normal subgroups. Green’s 
module point of view of blocks [4] suggests that this result has a module- 
theoretic proof and that there is a more general result on indecomposable 
modules. We shall show that this is the case by giving a short module- 
theoretic proof of the Harris-Kniirr theorem and then use the ideas of the 
proof to formulate and establish a result relating the Green correspondence 
[IS] with normal subgroups. 
Let us establish some notation. Let G be a finite group and H a normal 
subgroup. Let k be a field of prime characteristic p and b a block of H so b 
is an indecomposable algebra summand of kH. We shall regard b as a 
k[H x HI-module in the usual way. Let D be a defect group of b, 
K = N,(D) and b, equal the block of K with bf’ = b, that is, the Brauer 
correspondent of b. Finally, set L = N,(D) so K is a normal subgroup of L. 
THEOREM 1 (Harris-Knot-r). There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the blocks qf G covering b and the blocks of L covering b,. 
The proof shows, as expected and just as in [6], that the correspondence 
matches the block B, of L covering bl with the block B= By of G. 
Moreover, it also shows that the theorem holds equally well for any sub- 
group L containing N,(D) provided we then set K = L n H. 
We shall be following the module-theoretic approach to block theory 
and we refer the reader to [ 11 and [3] for the results and the standard 
notations used throughout this paper. 
Proof: Let BI be a block of L covering b, so B, has a defect group E 
with En K= D. Hence, En H= D so 
N,(E)cN,(EnH)=N,(D)=L 
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and B= By is defined and, by Brauer’s First Main Theorem, is a block of G 
with defect group E. Moreover, by that same theorem, the block 
corresponding with another block of L covering b, is different from B. We 
also have that B covers b. Indeed, by the Burry-Carlson-Puig theorem, it 
suffices to see that 6, is a summand of the restriction to Kx K of the 
k [ G x G]-module B since b is an indecomposable k [ H x HI-module and b, 
is the k[ K x K]-module corresponding with b under the Green correspon- 
dence. But B, 1 B, x L as By=Band b,I(B,).., as B, covers b, . Hence, we 
have shown that there is a one-to-one map of the blocks of L covering b, 
to the blocks of G covering b; it remains to show that this map is surjective. 
However, if B is a block of G covering b then b, 1 B,, K since b 1 B,, H as 
B covers b and b, 1 b,, K as bf’ = 6. Therefore, B, x [, has an indecomposable 
summand whose restriction to K x K has a summand ismorphic with 6,. 
But BLxL is the direct sum of blocks of L and indecomposable k[L x L]- 
modules whose vertices do not contain 6D, the diagonal subgroup of G x G 
corresponding with D, by Green’s lemma [4]. Since b, has vertex 6D, as a 
k[K x K]-module, we deduce that there is a block B, of L with B, I B,,, 
and b, I (B,),,,. Thus, B, covers b, and By = B as By is defined and 
B, I B,,,. Thus, the theorem is proved. 
We shall now slightly modify our notation. Let Q be a p-subgroup of H, 
set K = NH(Q) and L = N&Q). We shall now allow k to be a field of prime 
characteristic p as before or a complete discrete valuation ring with residue 
class field of characteristic p (in which case, all kG-modules are assumed to 
be as k-modules, as is usual). Finally, fix an indecomposable kH-module V 
with vertex Q and let W be the indecomposable kK-module corresponding 
with V under the Green correspondence so W also has vertex Q. 
In order to describe our general result we need to introduce one concept. 
Let N be a normal subgroup of the group T, A’ an indecomposable kT- 
module, Y an indecomposable kN-module and assume that YIX,,,. It 
follows, by Mackey’s theorem, that there is a vertex of X whose intersection 
with N contains a vertex of Y. If this containment is an equality then we 
shall say that X couers Y. For example, if a vertex of Y is a Sylow p-sub- 
group of N then this is the case. 
THEOREM 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between isomorphism 
classes of indecomposable kc-modules covering V and isomorphism classes of 
kL-modules covering W. 
Proof Suppose that Y is an indecomposable kL-module covering W. If 
R is a vertex of Y with RnK=Q then RnH=Q and so 
N,(R)s N,(Rn H)= L. 
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Therefore, there is a kc-module X, also with vertex R, corresponding with 
Y under the Green correspondence. In particular, YI X, so W( X, as 
WI Y, and thus VIX, by the BurryyCarlson-Puig theorem. Hence, we 
have defined a one-to-one map which we only need to demonstrate is sur- 
jective. 
Suppose now that U is an indecomposable kG-module covering V. If R is 
a vertex of U with R n H = Q then N,(R) c L, as in the previous 
paragraph, so there is an indecomposable kL-module X corresponding 
with U under the Green correspondence. Similarly, as certainly 
N,(R) s LH, there is a kLH-module Y which is a Green correspondent for 
U. It follows that X and Y are also Green correspondents. Indeed, since Y 
also has vertex R there is an indecomposable summand of Y, with vertex 
R and this module is also a summand of X since Y / X,, so it must be X by 
the uniqueness of the Green correspondence. We are therefore considering 







To conclude the proof it suffices to prove that WI X,, since W has vertex 
Q, X has vertex R and R n K = Q. 
However, we shall first show that VI Y,. Since 
UIY”= 0 g@Y 
R E GjLH 
and VI U, it suffices to prove that V is not a summand of (80 Y)H 
whenever g 4 LH. But g@ Y is a module for k[ gLHg- ‘1 and has vertex 
gRg ‘. Therefore, each indecomposable summand of (g@ Y), has a vertex 
contained in H n gRg - ’ =g(Hn R)g-’ =gQg-‘. But V has vertex Q so if 
VI (go Y)H then there is h E H with 6 ‘Q/I = gQg- ‘, that is, 
hgeN,JQ)= L so gE HL. 
Now YI XHL, as X and Y are Green correspondents, so VI (XLH)H. 
However, (XLH), N (X,)” by Mackey’s theorem, so VI (X,)“. Therefore, 
there is an indecomposable summand W, of X, such that VI Wf. But X 
has vertex R and R n K = Q so W, has a vertex contained in a conjugate of 
Q in L, that is, in Q as L = N,(Q). But V has vertex Q and VI ( W,)H SO 
W, must have vertex Q. Hence, W, is the Green correspondent of V, that 
is, W, N W. Since W, 1 XK, we have that W( X, and the theorem is proved. 
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